CrossLog Suite

Quick, Precise, and Powerful Visualization for Resource Developers
Divestco’s advanced CrossLog Suite enables you to use digitized vector and raster logs in a
complete log cross-section generation system.
The CrossLog Suite retains maximum flexibility in drawing structural or stratigraphic cross sections
without the need to set up maps or projects. It also enables you to use digitized logs in LAS format
or scanned logs in TIF format, or a combination of both.

Divestco’s CrossLog Suite Consists of Four Powerful Tools:
RED (the raster editor)
Performs depth registration and cleanup on scanned TIF files, and composes the scanned log for
use in a cross section.

LogEdit
Manages well data associated with scanned logs, including digitized curves. Overlaying the
scanned and digitized curves, and tracing curves (or portions of curves), enables you to define the
log’s appearance.

Learn more

www.divestco.com/Software/CrossLog

The powerful import functionality contained within the software provides for the inclusion of features
in the cross section, such as cores, perfs, and DSTs. Different well logs may be displayed and locked
side-by-side on the screen in structural or stratigraphic alignment, enabling you to use the powerful
top picking tool to easily add or modify correlations across wells.

CrossLog
Provides user definition of color, line, text, and graphics using CAD features to create presentationquality sections. Create correlations, facies changes, faults, pinchouts, and lenses. Pick and display
tops, and add text and graphics files into the cross section.
CrossLog enables easy flattening on any horizon. A link to the LogEdit program translates log
changes to the cross section with the click of a mouse, and plots may be created directly from the
program or imported/exported from other Windows applications.

LogPrinter
LogPrinter provides user defined templates for display and printing of depth registred raster logs
directly from GeoVista.
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